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, Board Allows
N.D.P.
Amend's
!Too Stand

by Jeff Lorello
Editor
Agreeing it was a "student
p r o b I e m , " t ii e Ea st e r n
Washingion State College
Board of Trustees last Thursday,
allowed to stand two constitutional amendments concer-·
ning normal degree progress.
According to Ken Dolan,
Assistant to EWSC President
Emerson
Shuck,
the
amendments-approved in
March-were reconsidered
because the Board had
expressed concern over the
elimination of normal degree
progress-th'at rule which set
guidelines concerning the
ascension to student office.
The new amendments allow
candidates applying for
legislative positions and the
presidency to have only one
quearter hour in residence,
while maintaining a 2.00 GPA.
Candidates for office
previously had to maintain a
2.00 GPA, complete 10 hours
the previous quarter, and complete 24 hours the previous two
quarters.

"Student Problem"
Board member Mary Wilson
explained she was out of town
when the amendments came
before the Board in March, and
· was worried about students
coming into student government
with no experience. But
Wilson declared upon reflection,
"it was a student problem."
Outgoing AS President Pat
Hayes agreed with Wilson the
matter was a student problem,
and urged the Board not to act.
Hayes contended the high
turnover rate among legislators
was responsible for the amendment, and said there was now a
new bill before the legislature
calling for the maintaining of at
least six hours for office
holders.
Speaker Gary Nisker urged
the board· not to accept the
amendments because "some
qualifactions must be present."
Nisker further declared if the
new system is adopted, it would
allow legislators to select
legislators rather than students
choosing who shatl represent

them.
Poor Recommendations
AS president-elect, Tom
Hampson said to the Board the
amendments were " poor
recommendations" and
asserted the prime factor was
keeping a full legislative body.
He also indicated some
stipulations should be present.
SUBOC Chairman Dennis
Brandt spoke on the matter
also, and recommended the
Board
approve
the
amendments, so students could
change them if they saw fit.
In other matters the Board
took these actions:
- Tabled a proposal calling
for automatic pay increases for
part time employees.
-Approved the Sponsor
Corps as hostesses for EWSC
Bicentennial activities over the
objections of Chairperson Ron
Robinson, who declared, "this
country has more going for it
than its military."
-Passed a proposal
changing the name of Turnbull
National Wildlife Refuge Facility
to the Turnbull Laboratory for
Ecological Studies.
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At Streeter Hall

Dorm Hikes Explained
by Jay Wilson
News Editor
Dorm rates will go up $87
next year mainly due to salary
increases, and higher costs for
maintenance and repair, according to Fred Heinemann, Director of Auxiliary Enterprises.
Heinemann announced the
increased costs to a student
gathering at Streeter Hall Monday.
The increase spread over
three quarters, comes to $29
per quarter, and breaks down to
$14 for housing and $15 for
meals at Tawanka.
Figures Cited
Heinemann cited these
figures as the reason for the increase: Maintenance and
repairs up $6,000, custodial services up $32,000, elevator
maintenance up $5,000, parttime help up $8,000, utilities up
from $154,000 to $178,000,
salaries up from $54,000 to
$75,000, and the rental of
washers and dryers up from
$9455 to $17,525.
Heinemann, who was accompanied by Housing Director,
Marianne · Hall, said they had
originally been anticipating a
$102 increase in rates but had
managed to bring it down to the

$87 figure.
Asked about the fact the
budget showed a $55,200
profit, Heinemann said that this
would be used either for improvements m the . residence
halls or to pay into the Replacement and Repair Reserve
payments they must make.
He also explained that the
figures were based on an occupancy rate of 450 students.
Single Room Rates
Marianne Hall was asked
about the rate for single rooms
and said people are charged
more for singles because the
college· is forced to keep more
halls or floors open than if all
students had doubles.
Heinemann also introduced
the alternate meal plan and said
under the plan the rate of
absenteeism would go down at
meals causing higher prices for
meal ticket purchasers.
He said if the college were to
stick to the mandatory 20 meals
per week charged to each student, the price of a ticket for
each quarter would be $210.
Under the alternate plan a
ticket for 20 meals per week
would cost $230, 15 meals per
week (three per day, weekdays
only) would cost $220, 14

meals
seven
$225,
would

per week (two per day, FRED HEINEMANN (standing), and MARIANNE HALL (seated) attempt to
days a week) would cost explain to students the projected price hikes in boarding rates next year.
and then meals per week The two spoke to students at Streeter Hall Monday night.
cost $205.
Absenteeism Rate
Food And Board
He stressed the absenteeism
rate is important in keeping
down costs saying while
students now pay $2.60 per day
12 percent of Tawanka's
for meals, if everybody ate
Tawanka Commons is known
every meal the cost to the stu- far and wide on the EWSC cam- gross revenue, or $150,000,
dent would be $3.56 per day.
pus for its culinary excellence. went for meeting the debt serHall also discussed a new What most people do not know vice requirement thi s school
parking proposal to counteract a is where their board dollars are year.
change 1n the parking spent at Tawanka.
The other eight per cent of
regulations being considered by
As one would expect from Tawanka's gross revenue goes
the Cheney City Council.
such an establishment, food for such things as capital imHer proposal would be to takes the highest percentage of provements, eq uipment
charge one dollar to all dorm the food dollar- 42 per cent replacements , laundry and
residents and distribute free· while labor runs a close second custodial services.
Accordi ng to Heinemann ,
parking stickers to all dorm with 33 per cent of the gross
Tawanka
Commons is an entireresidents owning cars. .
revenue being taken up.
She said stickers are sold
Besides spending money on ly independent enterprise. He
now to pay for maintenance and itself, Tawanka pays about one said it is this way because of a
supervision of the parking lots. fourth of the debt service legislative mandate.
Tawanka receives no finanShe says the authorities in requirement. This is the paycharge of this operation would ment made on the bonds taken cia l support from either the
settle for the fees raised by out to build the residence halls college or state and aII of the
expenses must be met with
charging the dorm students one and Tawanka.
dollar per quarter.
These building originally cost money taken in by Tawanka.
The to_tal per day cost of runShe also asserted the need over $1 2 .7 million . Fred
for this came about because the Heinemann, Director of Food ning Tawanka is $3.56 per stu·council is considering making it Services, said after this year the dent meal ticket, but because of
illegal to park on many streets debt service payments will be the absentee rate of 37 per cent
between the hours of 2 a.m. and ''on the downhill side of the the price to the student is $2.60
per day.
total."
7 a.m.

Dollars Broken Down
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Letters To The Editor

E.ditorials

Business At Hand

AFarte Gone Mad
by Jeff Lorello
Editor
Once again in this space we find our~elves addressing our atte~tion to the little darlings on the AS Legislature. A !ew weeks ago 1t
was a continuing soap opera, while last Monday 1t was a one act
farce gone berserk.
.
In opening the production, the momentous task of ch~osing a
Speaker for the body consumed m~ch of the first seen~. T~1s p_art of
the play set the audience to yawning and us to regurgitating in the
corne~.
.
.f I t d
Whf. n asked a question by a critic in the audience-,. e ~c e
would y-)u use your position for political.Purposes~.all replied in an
award winning performance that they would ~ot.
Another query by the critic was for the _candidates to rate ~~ a
scale from one to ten their ability to organize. In the best trad1t1on
of humble actors, all but one asserted they would "have to rate a
ten " Eventually Chris Hickey was awarded the oscar-gavel.
Scene two got more heavy. When ~atr_ick O'Donn~II came up for
recommendation to one of the leg1slat1ve vacanc,e~, the newly
crowned Speaker immediately saw fit to r~~ege on his statement
that he would not use his position for poht1cal purposes. For you
see, this pretender cast the deciding vote that shattered
O'Donnell's appointment. Et tu Brute?!
,
Later AS Attorney General Jerry Howe spoke on O'Donnell s
behalf when he (O'Donnell) was to be one -of ~hre~ persons
recommended to the AS President to fill another .1e~1slativ~ vacancy. Howe pointed out O'Donnell's experienc~ and md,cate~ ,t ~ould
be of help to the legislature. What Howe failed to recognize 1s the
legislature doesn't want he_lp. The glorious tr~upe would rather go
on missing cues and coming out for curtain calls to an empty
theatre.
.
th·
e
More drama unfolded in the third scene. 1n 1s scene we wer
treated to the troupe's true colors regardin~ . ~he matter of
budgeting student money. The S~rvi~e and Act1v1t1~s Fees Committee hearings on budget determinations are now going on, but t~e
troupe turned down a prop~sal to meet t_he next day to start discussing any recommendations they wish to forward to the
President's Advisory Board and the Board of Trus~ees. They _have
decided to wait until the Committee conclu~es ~eanngs then digest
all the material at once, rather than looking ,terns over as they
happe·n. No dress reh~ars~ls usually make for, a bad performance;
but of course with this third rate troupe thats not unusual.
Ah but there is still hope for he beleaguered troupe. As a result
of last week's elections, a new director has appeared o.n the scene,
named Tom Hampson.
·
. . .
.
Though we did not support Mr. Hampson ,~ h1~ bid, ~e beh~ve he
is well qualified, and sincerely wish him well in his dealings with the
Monday night troupe.
. .
·
Hampson brings no special inte~ests on the stage that we ca~
ascertain and deserves some credit for that. He was also at Monday's me~ting and no doubt has realized what he has to contend
with in the near future.
.
.
So Mr. Hampson, as you are aware there are ~a~y serious issues
facing students next year which will have to. scrutinized _and mapp~d
out the remainder of this year. Of course 1n your dealings you will
have to do business with the legislature, so good luck.

"
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It appears to me that these
people fail to realize that The
Easterner and its staff are just
as human as Plain Jane or Silly
Sam, and thus are exposed to
human imperfections. Hasn't
this paper always tried to "print
the truth and shame the devil?"
Just like any of us or any type
of team, The Easterner has its
downers too. Why can't people
understand that this paper may
again be experiencing a lacking
year. The staff wouldn't have
anything to do with this would
they?
But keep trying staff, maybe,
just maybe, you'll eventually get
across to more readers in the
same manner you had to me.
By the way, in reading the article on budget requests, I
couldn't help but notice yours
wasn't mentioned. How Queer?
Mike Parker
The Easterner's budget was
covered in the first part of the
two-part series on next year's
budget, in the April 24 edition of
the Easterner.-ED

Some of the immediate ways
you can help us here in the A.S.
offices is by filling the positions
now vacant on my staff, the A.S.
legislature and many committees: Administrative and
Executive Assistants, Information Agent, Director of Elections,
and A.S. legislative positions 4,
8, 11, 13, and 14. The Publication Commission is probably the
most urgent of committees to
be filled in order to elect a new
Easterner Editor and Focus
Editor for next year.
We are now starting the life
of a new A.S. Organization.
Thank you for the opportunity to
do my share. Let us now unify as
a student organization, close
the credibility gap we have had
among ourselves and the rest of
the college and gain the education we have come here for.
Sincerely,
Tom Hampson, A. S. President

Dear Editor,
With the campaign season
behind us, we now must get
down to the business at hand.
As always, students on this
campus are looking to their
elected representatives for information, involvement, and
answers. The key to solving
these demands is communication to and from you, the
students at •arge, and we your
representatives. I am of the opinion it is our
responsibility as your representatives to provide ample means
for your input so that we will
know how to act or react in the
students' best interests. It is
also our responsibility to inform
you of issues that face us as
students; such as the bookstore
debate, the Walter Isle Union
Building mishap, the proposed
parking dilemma and the overall
function of the A.S. organization
OU
at this college.
To better inform you, we here Dear Editor,
on 3rd floor PUB must now
The purpose of this letter is
clean our own house. In the to first introduce myself to the
following weeks l am going to in- Student Body as the Speaker of
itiate and continue to encourage . the A.S. Legislature, also to
the following programs and briefly inform the students of
Dear Editor,
policies:
the major goals that I intend to
May I express my contempt
1) On the third week of each pursue as Speaker of the
for
full page ads ·tor "Essay Sermonth l will receive a progress Legislature as well as an elected
report form the chairpersons of representative of the students. vices" in a college paper. We
each committee, the speaker of
During the week prior to last have all heard the old saw about
the A.S. legislature and my Wednesday, all of the students education being the only comstaff. From that, . on the fourth at Eastern were bombarded with modity" some people are willing
week, I will submit to you things that all of the A.S. can- to pay for but are unwilling to
t h rough t he c I u b s a n d did ates promised to do if they accept. Now you are suggesting
organizations and The Easterner were elected. On Wednesday that students not only pay tuia total "report from the A.S. the students showed their sup- tion to learn writing and
President."
port by going out to the polls research skills, but also that
2) I am working to get a block and vqting. Now, I feel that it is they pay others to perform
of space. in The Easterner each my obligation to go out to the these duties so they need not
week to print the current events students and show my support learn such techniques
themselves.
and positions available oc- of them.
What a curiously expensive
curring in the A.S.
Some of the things that I Will
way
to avoid getting a college
3) As I deliberate and then myself do (as well as encourage
appoint persons to such all other Legislators to do) are, education. I do hope that
· positions of importance as my first, attend as many Dorm students who are swayed by
cabinet, the A.S. Legislature, Council and Floor meetings as such hucksters will save money
and the major committees of possible; and second, to attend by simply avoiding my classes.
Sincerely,
this campus; a· written rationale as many club and organization
Katherine Snipes, English
will be submitted to the A.S. meetings as possible. What I
Legislature and. The Easte~er, hope to accomplish is a feeling
so as to expedite the appoint- of confidence that the students
ment procedure of the are informed of ·the things that I!"
legislature.
go on in the Legislature. I feel
4) The Ad Hoc committee on that to insure such confidence I
constitutional revision is now must go out to the students and II
gathering information and s~ar- inquire into their ideas and
The caption on the picture 11
ting rev.iew of the A.S. Const,tu- feelings. It is not enough to ask
of Glen Foster in last 11
tion. l have recommended that the students to get involved, I
week's Easterner indicated 11
they also review the Bills we feel that it is the representhe excerpt was taken from 1
now operate under and their tative's duty to show the same
"The Illustrated Man." The 1
repetition or discrepancy to the type of initiative that is shown 11 Easterner has ·been in· 11
A.S. Constitution.
when campaigning, after the
formed the excerpt was ac·
5) A plan to have the A.S. elections.
tually taken from Ralph
legislators, myself, and my staff
So, in looking forward to getEllison's novel "The Invisible ·
meet the students in the PUB at ting around to as many students
Man."-ED.
different times during the week as possible, I would like it left on
and also to encourage atten- all students' minds that, 1
dance of dorm and organization Remember You.".
meetings is now being worked
Chris Hickey
out with the new A.S. Speaker of
Speaker of the Legislature
".
the House, Chris Hickey and

I Remember

y

Contempt Expressed

11
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I

1
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my~~~~e are some of the plans A Bad Year?

underway to clean up our act
and get our facts straight. As
my orientation to this job continues, I am constantly aware of
more information you the student should know. With a little
time, patience, ·and hard honest
work it will soon be yours to
decide on .

Dear Editor,
I just can't figure it! I just
can't understand why in the
world so many readers of your
newspaper continue to verbally
exhibit their disgust and displeasure with this campus's
weekly periodicle (SIC).

.

Staff Meeting

I

11

11

There will be an I
Easterner · staff meeting
today at 2 p.m. in the
Easterner·office for all staff
members-illiterate and
otherwise. All editors, 1
reporters and photo- -. H
graphers are advised to be
present-ED.
1

!1
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From The Real World

Protein -Comparisons Made
Sciences-National Research
Council, and judged deficient by
the Consumers Union if they did
. not contain one-third of this
recommended daily allowance.

All the meals were found to Union, the "typical" meals
be deficient in at Jeast a few es- tested at the fast-food chams
sential nutrients, the Consumer provide adequate protein but
Report says.
are heavy on calories and
According to Consumers deficient in nutrients.

Most of the calories in the
meals come from sugar and
other sweeteners in the
beverages, according to Consumer Reports.

Real World Commentary
Consumer Reports News,
published by Consumer Union, a
nonprofit organization, reports
in the .May issue on the nutrient
and protein content of a
"typical" meal at eight of the
biggest fast-food chain
restaurants in the country.
The "typical" meals bought
and tested by the consumer
organization for protein and
nutrient content were:
- Arby's: sliced beef on a bun,
two potato patties, cole slaw
and a chocolate shake.
- Arthur Treacher's: two pieces
pf breaded fish, trench fries
and a cola drink.
- Burger Chef: "Super Shef"
hamburger, trench fries, a
chocolate shake.
- Burger King: "Whopper"
hamburger, trench fries, a
- chocolate shake.
- Hardee's: a flaked and
formed steak, a bun, trench
fries, a chocolate shake.
- Kentucky Fried Chicken:
three pieces 9f fried chicken,
french fries, a roll, a
chocolate shake.
- McDonald's: "Big Mac" hamburger, trench fried, a
chocolate shake.
- Pizza - Hut: a 10 inch
"Supreme" Pizza and a cola
drink. ·
The meals were judged by the.
Recommended Daily Allowance
standards established by the
National Academy of

The·Castro-Cuban Connection
.

by Paul Warner
Associate Editor
Somebody killed Jack
Kennedy!
Not a startling revelation to
anyone who hasn't been in a
coma for the past twelve years.
The question is in light of
allegations made by a number
of self-professed investigators-who did it?
The secrecy surrounding the
assassination seems to suggest
there is more than meets the
eye or the Warren Commission's
Report.
Ross Rolston who was on
campus yesterday has been investigating the assassination
for more than ten years.
Robert Groden, an optics
technician, claims at least three
other people were involved with
the assassination.
Judge Burt W. Griffin, a
former member of the Warren
. Commission, has called for a reopening of the case, claiming
the agencies involved were not
candid with the Commission.
Some of the evidence in the
case is being withheld until
2039, a time at which the
Warren Commission feels the
American public can look at it
with more objectivity and less
emotionalism.
Why?
Critics of the Commission's

SAVE
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E. 10000 Sprague
924-6900

findings suggest Lee Harvey
Oswald did not act alone, if, in
fact he even fired the fatal
shot(s}. Rolston demonstrates
the alleged weapon could not
have been fired three times in
5:6 seconds.
Yet, some of the evidence is
being withheld until 2039 for
reasons of "National Security".
Emotionalism? National
Security? What kind of dialogue
is this? If Lee Harvey Oswald is
the sole perpetrator of the
crime, what does the Commission think the American public is
going to do, exhume Oswald's
body and hang him?
The Commission suggests
there would be a ground swell of
public pressure to demand the
government take immediate and
aggressive action against
another entity because of their
involvement in the Kennedy
assassination .
If the assassination was not
the act of a single individual, or
a conspiracy not by a group of
political dissidents, but a plot by
another country to eliminate
Kennedy, the reason of
"National Security" and
emotionalism would make
sense.
My money is on Cuba.
Kennedy engineered the Bay
of Pigs fiasco. Kennedy was
aware of and probably had more
than a passing complicity in the
attempt to assassinate Castro
by two Cuban nationals and the
CIA. Kennedy made the Cubans
look like a third rate power in·
the Russian missile crisis.
If the Castro government
planned, financed, and conducted Kennedy's execution to
eliminate a thorn in their side
and elevate a Texan whose only
qualification was that of a
powerful politician, then the
rationale the public wquld demand the United States once
again charge up San Juan Hill
would seem to wash.
But there is a Russian fly in
the ointment.
If the United States attacked
Cuba in retaliation for the
murder of one of its Presidents,
the Russians and possibly the
Chinese would immediately be
drawn into the conflict ·through
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their mutual assistance pacts.
World War Ill would escalate
into a world conflagration. Three
and possibly four hundred
million people would die.
Speculation? You bet. And

your guess 1s as good as mine.
We'll probably never know the
truth. The only thing we can be
absolutely sure of is ... Somebody
killed Jack Kennedy.
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Point
By Perry White
No Secrecy! No Secrecy! No Secrecy! The chant goes up
around the country, extending beyond the shores to the hollow
halls of Geneva and Paris, Vladisvostock and Vienna.
Open negotiations, free dissemination of information, an end
to spying are some of the goals of the liberationists. Their cry has
substance. If there had been open negotiations would we have
had the letter from Richard to Nguyen promising aid? No. A limit
of 3,000 missiles which leaves us only 1,500 to build? No.
If there had been free dissemination of information would the
Pentagon Papers have been necessary and the subsequent
prosecution and persecution of Dnaiel Ellsburg? No. Would 50,. 000 residents of the Plain of Jars in Laos been killed or made
homeless by our secret war there? No.
If spying had been illegal and prosecuted vigorously would we
have suffered through two years of Watergate? No. Would Frands Gary Powers have spent time in a Soviet prison? No.
But, the defenders of the government's right to negotiate in
secrecy, withhold information and spy on our enemies contend
without these powers they would not be able to do their job. And
that job, time and time again, has been to screw the American
public.
They contend leaders of foreign governments would not
negotiate at all with us unless we assured them the discussions
would be held in strictest secrecy.
They contend information must be withheld from the
American people because it would not be understood by us.
They contend spying is necessary because all the other countries do it.
.
If the leaders of foreign countries will not negotiate in the
open we need have no dealings with them. We are not yet in the
position of Lichtenstein. We still have a great economic impact
on the world.
These leaders of ours claim we must keep a strong military
stance. They are ready to go to war if the secret negotiations fail,
yet are not willing to force the foreign governments with whom·
we have dealings to do so openly through economic sanctions.
They claim much information is too sensitive to be disseminated to the public. If that information is too sensitive to be
exposed to the open light of inspection then it can only be
assumed it represents diseased facts, and the leaders are afraid
of exposure because they are afraid we would remove them from
their positions of power.
We need spies to tell us what the other countries are doing.
Without this information we cannot negotiate successfully. If this
were so then why has the information gathered by the Central
Intelligence Agency been so incorrect?
The CIA said there would be only a minor offensive during the
Tet celebrations in 1968. They said the North Vietnamese could
not prosecute a protracted war. They gave no hint of the
Hungarian occupation.
Spying is ineffectual, embarrassing when exposed, and leads
to assassinations and G. Gordon Liddy mentalities.
The cry of the liberationists must be heard and heeded. End
secret negotiations, allow open and free dissemination of all information and put the CIA out of business.

I!
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Counter point
By Clark Kent
Well, you did it again Perry.
Your long-hair, hippy wierdo, communist philosophy has shown
: itself in all of its crimson glory.
.
There are a thousand or more examples of why secrecy should
maintained but for reasons of national security, I will not
~ divulge them.

be
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Legislature Select New Speaker
Following an announcement
the newly elected legislators
could not be seated until the
week after commencement, the
legislature elected a new
Speaker of the house at last
Monday's meeting.
The affair started when
legislator Nancy Knight
nominated Chris Hickey, and
legisltor Vic Pestrin nominated
Rich Spaulding, Curt Schnell, Ike
Higgin~. Nancy Knight, Cindy
Glover, (Knight and Glover both
declined) and Hakeem
Adebesin. Gary Nisker was also
nominated.
After the nominations were
completed, the body debated on
the type of ballot they woul~ use
-open or secret.
Pestrin wished to know what
kind of ballot had been used in
the past and Speaker Nisker
stated there had been no precedent established as both forms
of voting had been used.
Knight and SUBOC Chairman
Dennis Brandt both stated the
members of the body were student representatives so there
should be an open ballot to let
the students know how they
(the legislators) voted.
Each of the nominees then
made a short statement concerning their aspirations for the
position of speaker.
Brandt then asked all the
nominees three questions:
Would you use this position for
political purposes? How would
you control meetings? and How
would you rate your
organizational abilities on a
scale of one to ten with ten
being highest?
All the nominees answered
no to the first question, and
gave similar answers to the second, stating consistency and
the establishment of guidelines
were the best way to control a
meeting.
In answering the third question , Hickey, Spaulding and
Higgins gave themselves a ten.
Nisker and Adebesin rated their
organizational abilities at nine,
and Schnell rated his at "eighty
per cent. "
After a runoof ballot, Brandt
asked of Hickey and Schnell, the
remaining nominees, "In terms

of dealing with people, give your
be.st and worst asset."
Hickey stated, "I feel my best
· asset is my ability to understand, I'd be responsible to the
student, and I'm aware that I
don't know all."

After pausing for a moment,
he said, "I can't think of' my
worst aspect, but I'm sur I have
some pitfalls. I feel it's m job to
get out and participat with
students; I'm good at th t."
Schnell said his st pngest

point was comprehension, and
his weakest, in terms of dealing
with the legislature, was
parliamentary procedure.
A role call ballot was taken in
which Hickey emerged as new
speaker, ·and took the gavel

trom Nisker and presided over
the rest of the meeting.
The election of speaker pro.tern was also held Monday and,
after a slew of nominations and
runoff ballots, Schnell was announced the victor.

Feminist Group

Give 'Em An lnQhSponsored By Trio
Family," May 19 will kick bff the
Newswriter
activities for Eastern's Wl men's
"Give 'em An Inch " a Week.
program presented by the' CoReed's book is a pro uct of
Respondents, a feminist readers almost 25 years of research
theatre trio, will be featured which defends t~e mat¢rialist,
May 22 during Eastern's evolutionary school of
Women's Week.
anthropology.
Women's Week is scheduled
The presentation by!Reed,
May 19-23 with activities spon- beginning at 10 a.m., will lso be
sored by the Women's Commis- part of the interdisci linary
w o r k s ho p o f " Wo ,1 a n ' s
sion and Women's Caucus.
Actresses Patricia Branch 'Place-A Critical lnqU11)l."
Women's Commissioh and
Larson and Sandra Lewis Nisbet
and vocalist-guitarist Denise Caucus are providing fre~ films
Livingston base their perfor- during the week. Five bt the
mances on the awareness of films, ..Joyce at 34," 'fSylvia,
feminist concerns while ad- Fran and Joy," and a three part
dressing the central issues of production called ..Of tomen
the women's movement.
and Men" will be shown j t night
Formed in 1972 the Co·- during the week.
Respondents have performed
On May 20 a speaker from
for feminist and non-feminist the Washington State ~uman
audiences in eleven states at Right~ Commission wip talk
colleges, universities, women's about "Equal Educational Opporgroups, libraries and Army tunity for Women."
bases and 1n May 1974
A filmed called "B~ck to
appeared before the national School, Back to Work" Will be
conference of the National shown following a spe~ch by
Organization for Women in Gail Hicks from the Psy9~ology
Department. Her topic 'yyill be
Houston, Texas.
The performance of "Give "Female Stereotypes." Also a
' Em An loch " presents an guest speaker from G(;mzaga
historical approach that relates Law School will discuss "Women
closely to today's controversy of and the Law."
Correen Morrill tror the
the "Woman's role."
The Co-Respondents will give Education Departmen~ will
one performance at Eastern in spea k o n " As sert i v1enes s
the Kennedy Auditorium on May Training" following the performance of the Co-Respohdents
22 at noon.
and
a no-host luncheon
May
Speaking Appearance
22.
The speaking appearance of
Athletics Awards
Evelyn Reed, author of
The annual Eastern's Women
"Woman's Evolution: From
Matriarchal Clan to Patriarchal Athletics Awards Dess rt on

by Judy Gibson

1

qn
J

May 22 will coincide with May 23 will complete the activities for Women's week.
Women's Week.
The awards will be for the
women team members in the
A complete calendar of times
following sports: volleyball, gymnastics, swimming, basketball,
track and field and tennis and for the events of Women's
the orchesis dance group.
Inspirational awards and four Week will be printed in next
year awards will be presented.
The four year awards are week's Easterner.
presented to women who were
involved in Intercollegiate sports ,.----'COUPON'-.--,
during their college years.
Each team member will I
the normal People's
I
receive a picture of their team- I
Retord Store
·
mates as a memento.
1
I
Limit one ( 1) per customer
I
Kathy Clark, Athletic Director
at the University of Idaho, will
tune KEWC 66.5 I
speak on A Woman's Place is
1 KEWC FM 89.9
wherever she wants it to be."
The Executive Board of the
Each Wednesday
Athletic Boaster Club, an
organization of interested com- I night at 8:00 for 1
munity outside of the colle~e.
the Music Menu
will be featured guests.
The awards dessert begins at 1 Sound Hour.
1
7 p.m. on May 22, and the public
A Solid
is invited. 95 cents will be
I
of Preview
1
charged for the dessert.
A Wind-down luncheon on
Progressive
I

I

11

I

Music Menu

I
I

I
I
I
I

1·

I
I

HOur

I
I

Music
I Present this 1
coupon with EWSC
1 I.D. card and 1
I p u-r c h a s e a n y I
regular priced
I album at $1.00 1
discount.
I
1
Music Menu
1

RESlEARCH I
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per p~ge

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

I

I
I
I

II

Corner of Boone & Monroe

·----.COUPON. ___ _.

EWSC All-Co/leg Blood Drive
Pub 121
Wednesday, May 7 11 00 AM- 3:30 PM
Thursday, May 8
AM- 3:3Q PM
SPONSORED BY EWSC ROTC & I PONSOR CORPS. .

This dri~e is to benefit EWSC Students a d faculty and/or their family.
Won't you share your life with someone?

Give Blood

ay 7-8
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Foreign Students Money Debated
Monday's legislature meeting was just going to have a regular
opened with the announcement dance and not one which would
the new legislators, elected last advance their culture, and were
week, could not be seated until having a banquet with PUB food
the last week of the quarter as +.,at anyone could buy.
stated in the AS Constitution.
SUBOC Chairman Dennis
Since these positions are Brandt asked the body, "How
currently vacant due to resigna- can you sit there and decide
tion, the body advised the Stu- what another person's culture
dent Welfare Committee to is?" He stated the dance and
begin accepting applications to the banquet would bring other
fill the posts for the rest of the students into contact with the
term.
foreign students which is a
prime ingredient for pringing
Foreign students
about a cultural exchange.
The legislature conducted
The debate grew heated
lengthy debate over the Foreign when the foreign students'
Students budget request which spokesperson exclaimed, ' The
· requested the remaining $1300 money is ours and we want it."
in the Ethnic Minority Cultural
Legislators Cindy Glover and
Fund.
Curt Schnell both came out in·
The Foreign Students favor of granting the request
Association intends to use $600 · stating the "foreign students
for a dance in the PUB, $300 have a right to get funds."
for a movie, and $400 for a
Higgins noted there had been
banquet in the PUB where poor planning involved in the
foriegn students may present making of the request. He said,
slide shows, movies, or talks on "We should give money for the
their native lands.
advancement of culture, but
A spokesperson for the group they have requested a dance
was asked if the $600 would be with just any band."
used for ethnic dances por"We have steered ourselves
traying the cultures of foreign into this quagmire," said
students and replied the money legislator Vic Pestrin, "I agree
would be used to get the best with Cindy and Dennis, let them
band available at that price.
put on their presentation."
Ike Higgins repeatedly stated
Dave Breidenbach stated, "I
he did not think the request am all for promoting culture, but
should be granted as the I'm' against spending money just
Froeign Students Association hecause it's there."
1

.

Higgins declared, 'Tm not opposed to giving this group
money, I am opposed to giving
away money indiscriminately."
"It's about time we quit
screwing around with this
budget request," said Pestrin.
A vote was taken on the
amendment to the amendment
(giving the Foreign Students
$300 for a movie) which failed.
The amendment (which would
allow $600 for a dance and
$250 for a movie) was then
brought up; it too failed. T.he
main motion to give the Foreign
Students all the monies they
requested was brought up and
passed.
The legislature also approved

the Spanish surnamed · budget request die for lack
Americans Club's request for
of a motion.
$400, and the Womens Com- - Postponed the rescinding
missions' request for $86, all
of bill 121, an act relating
that remained in the emergency
to the newspapers in the .
fund.
PUB commuter lounge, for
In other matters the
further study and student
legislature:
inp1,1t.
- Appointed Henry Crisler - Passed a motion to return
as Justice from Streeter
entirely to Roberts Rules
Hall.
of Order.
- Appointed Jim Rosenquist
- Approved the recommenas Deputy Attorney
datiqns of Michael Selle
General from Streeter
and Pat O'Donnell to posiHall.
·
tion eight.
- Appointed Gary Nisker
- Postponed indefinitely acand Jerry Howe to the Ad
tion on bill 205, an act
Hoc Constitutional Reviwhich would lower the
sion Committee.
speaker's salary by $200
- Saw the track teams '
per year.
National Athletic Travel

Faculty Me11bers Promoted
Twenty-four Eastern
Washington State College facult y members have been
promoted in rank by the EWSC
Board of Trustees, Ronald E.
Robinson, board chairman, said.
Promotions are effective Sept.
1.
Promoted to.professor .in the
departments named were Jeremy H. Anderson, geography;
Michael K. Green, history;
Cornelius J. Groenen, French;
John E. Hanke, quantitative

analysis; Richard E. Hoover,
journalism; John D. Massengale,
physica! educa~ion; Donald L.
McManis, applied psy~~ology;
Charles E. Miller and W1ll1am G.
Williams, education; Susan G.
Pfeuhler, drama, and Ronald J.
White, biology.
Newly appointed associate
professors are Richard D. Ar·
nold, management; Tom K.
Askman and Bruce D. Beal, art;
Robert L. Carr, biology; Ed
Ch issus,' ,..
physical
- . ed~cation;

H1chard W_. Uonley., ~,story;
Robert E. Gibbs, phys,~s,i ay ~Hamel, mathef!lat1cs, on :
Hunsaker, applied psyc.hology,
Robert O. Rich_, soc1olo.gy;
Katherine W. Snipes, English,
and Helen J. Westrum, home
economics.
Robert H. Briscoe, business
administration, was promoted
from instructor to assistant
professor, and Leland G. Alkire
was promoted to reference
librarian Ill.

l

Boolcsfore Goes
Banana'slf
HOORAY I HOORAY I THE 8th OF MAY
ONE DAY ONLY- TODAY

10% OFF

Reduced Prices

•Tennis Racquets
•Tennis Balls
•Any T-Shir.t In Store

• 18'' Porta&le BBQ Grllls................!.7.95
• Crazy Shlrts .............................................................!.2.35
•''Do It Outdoors'' Shlrits ....................!3.90
•Beach Towels ...........................................................!3.75

30% OFF
• Book Bags for Blcycle
Handle Bars

FREE GIFI DRAWING••••
.1 oday- 3 PM . (AN:f PURCHASE OF SPECIALS GIVES ELIGIBILITY)
2 Sets of Oneida Sfalnless (Service for 4 )

FREE- To First Four (4) Persons Presenting This Ad to Shiriley in Bookstore .
-DO-IT-OUTDOORS ,OR' CRIZY T-Sl!IIRt -
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In My Opinion: How Much For Athletics
Mike Murray
Sophomore-Accounting

Do you think athletics should
get the lion's share of the Services and Activities Fees
money? They have requested
$173,000 of the approximately
,:-t45,000 available.

I think they should if they
require the money. I also think
they should get some of the
money through charging for
events. I think there should a little less emphasis on football
and more on the other sports.
I

I What's Happening I
Pat Burns
Junior-Mathematics
No, because there are a lot of
other organizations that can use
the money to greater advantage. Athletics are good if you
don't let them get out of proportion.

Randy Kline
Senior-Philosophy and
Psychology
I don't think they should have
that much money. It doesn't
seem to give that much of a
return for the money invested.

r-----------·
I S1'UDENTS!I I

I

1with this coupon:
I
' I
I
I
I
I

I

'-

!3 Games I

I
·1
I
I

$1 00

.

for

1

Good Anytime
Lanes Are Available

I
I

EXPIRES MAY 16, 1975
Game Room-Foosball
Air Hockey-Beer-Wine
Sandwiches-Pizza

I
1
1

I

1I
I
I

ave Atkins
Senior-Physical Education
Yes, I do. I feel athletics at
Eastern are going to encourage
other people to come to this
college. I think there are more
people interested in athletics
than the people who oppose the
funding believe there are.

I
I~~0MB10 ,.·
.k·
~~ :7~
\,._•

1~ ~
1- ~

1204 W. lst

Q

I CHENEY I HomeoftheFamous
I
BOWL
I
DOUBLE WHAMM
I
I &· STROMBOLI
I Jim Dyck, Proprietor I
'1.15 ea.
I ___________
1106 2nd 235-6278 J
I ..______
-Inside Seating..
_..............

Laurel Logie
Senior-Special Education
Annual Student Art Show-8 a.m.-5 p.m.-Art
Today:
This is my first quarter here
Gallery
and I don't know that much
Black Ach: Drama voices-Drama Building
about it one way or the other. It
Concert with Blind Willie-noon-2:30 p.m.-PUB does seem like quite a bit of
Mall
money.
Concert with Lone Pine-2:30 p.m.-5 p.m.-PUB
Mall.
Dance with the Ron Gardner Group-8 p.m.-11
p.m.-PUB Mall
Film "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" - midnight-to be announced after the dance.
"The Taming of the Shrew"-7:30 p.m.-College
Theatre
Woodwind Ensemble-8:15 p.m.-Music Recital
Hall.
Annual Student Art Show-8 a.m.-5 p.m.-Art
Tomorrow:
Gallery
Frances Welsing-10 a.m.-Showalter Aud.
Black Ach: Science & Medicine Sickle Testing
"The Taming of the Shrew"-7:30 p.m.-College
Theatre
Jon Mackenzie Sr. Recital-8:15 p.m.-Music •
Pete Van Wick
Recital Hall
Junior-Communications Studies
Dance-9 p.m.-12 p.m.-PUB
I think there is an over
Film "The Legend of Nigger Charlie" - 7:30 emphasis on sports. I've been
Saturday:
p.m.-PUB
involved in other departments
"The Taming of the Shrew"-7:30 p.m.-College such as speech and drama. I
Theatre
think it should be split more
Juliann Scarpelli Sr. Recital-1:30 p.m.-Music among the other departments.
Sunday:
Recital Hall
Linda Fahlgren Jr. Recital-2 p.m.-Music Recital
Hall
.
Film "The Legend of Nigger Charlie"-7:30
p.m.-PUB
Annual Student Art Show- 8 a.m.-5 p.m. -art
Monday:
Gallery
Annual Student Art Show-8 a.m.-5 p.m. -art
Tuesday:
Gallery
.
Symphonic Band Concert - 8:15 p.m. - PUB
Wednesday: Annual Student Art Show-8 a.m.-5 p.m. - art
Gallery
Film .. Pat Garret and Billy the Kid" - 7:30
p.m. - PUB
Student Performers Recital-8:15 p.m.-Music
Recital Hall
Sheery Steinhauer
Junior-Sociology
I'm not saying athletics is not
important but that is an awful
lot of money. It is not fair unless
Association
Spring
Conference
50 per cent of the students are
Dr. Harriet O'Swald,
in
Seattle
on
May
22
and
23,
physical education majors.
associate professor of German,
1975.
has been elected SecretaryDr. J. William T. Youngs Jr.,
Treasurer of the Washington
Chapter of the American assistant professor of History,
Association of Teachers of Ger- was in Boston April 15-19,
attending the meeting of the
man.
Dr. Edmund Yar:wood, assis- Organization of American
tant professor of Russian, has Historians and the bicentennial
received a contract from celebration at Lexington and
Twayne Publishing Co. to do a
book on Vsevolod Garshin, a Concord and the filming of
prominent 19th century Russian Revolutionary War landmarks.
Dr. Donald F. Pierce,
short story writer. The book will
professor
of History and Dr.
appear as part of the Twayne
Raymond L. Schults, professor
\A.'Jrld Author Series.
of
History, attended the
Dr. R. Dean Gaudette, Dean
Lynne Wilke
of the School of Human Lear- Northwest Branch, Conference
Graduate Studen~
ning and Development, has been on British Studies at Vancouver, ·
8.C.
on
April
17
and
18.
Dr.
Instructional Communication
selected to present a paper enPierce
presented
a
.
paper
enNo. I don't go to athletic functitled, "The State of Attendance
Accounting Nationally" to the titled, "Sir Roger Williams, tions and have little interest in
them.
Washington Education Research ~oldier of the Queen".

r Faculty News Notes

At: EASTE!: Ii
Come in and grab a s1,a:k and enjoy
the 8th of May
·Celelratlon

at

The Pu& Snaclc Bar
Pr.ofessional Food Service Management

1
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Final Election Results Now Tallied
In last Wednesday's. 1General
e Iect ions, 1,163 s~u dents
turned out to vote-approximately 16 per cent of the
student body.
In addition to the o'.ffice of
President, legi~ative p'Iositions
11 through 15 and a number of
bills were voted on.
The complete breakdown of
this last election is:
President: Tom Hampson 615
votes
,
Dave Breidenbach
512 votes
Position 11: Louis Musso 111 541
votes
Tom Prevost 340
votes

Accreditatio,
Received By
School o·t
Social Work
Fu II accreditation of the
Eastern Washington State
College undergraduate social
work baccalaureate program in
social work has been announced
by the Council on Social Work
Education of New York, N.Y.
Dr. Robert 8. Throckmorton,
chairman of the EWSC department of sociology, anthropology
and .social work, said accredited
status has been granted I until
November 1977 and is re~roactive to the beginning of the
current academic year.
EWSC is one of the few institutions in the Pa cific
Northwest which have received
tu 11 a cc red it at ion , Dr .
Throckmorton said.
The EWSC master of social
work program, approved and
funded by the state legisla~ure,
is scheduled to enroll its first
class of 30 students this fall.

Position 12: Incumbent Cindy
Glover 651 votes
Micheal Selle 24 7
votes
Position 13: Kelly Williams 537
votes
Joanne Uchida 382
votes
Position 14: Incumbent Chris
Hickey 561 votes
Pat O'Donnell 387
votes
Position 15: Donna Houston

563 votes
Mike Smith 314
votes
The measures voted on were:
Bill 74-75/194
Yes 645 ...... . .... No 175
This bill amended the
.Constitution to read: A
legislator shall be elected
to the position of Speaker
at the third meeting of the
quarter rather than at the
sixth meeting.
, Bill 74-75/195

Yes 612 ........ .. .. No 198
Amended the Constitution to
allow for the election of Speaker
Pro-Tern at the same time as
that of Speaker in bill 194.
Bill 7 4-75/19n
Yes 667 ........... N9 J79
Bill 74-75/197
Yes 619 ........... No 223
Bill 74-75/204
Yes 524 ........... No 260
Which amended Article IV of the
Constitution to read, The

~xecutive power of the AS shall
be vested in the President and
may not be transferred. Vacancies occuring in the President's
office shall be filled at the next
regular election for the balance
of the unexpired term.
-Should Marijuana be
legalized?
No 556 ............ Yes 428
-Should the drinking age be
lowered to 19?
Yes 709 ........... No 291

Constitution Revision In Store
The present AS. constitution, easily amendable. By-laws can
which has proved cun,:,bersome be amended by the legislature
and conflicting in the past and don't have to be submitted
months will receive thorough to the BOT."
Oavre said it is possible the
scrutinization by the recently
committee
will look into the
formed Ad Hoc Constitutional
recommendations of the
Revision Committee.
Lance Gavre, chairman of the superior court concerning Articommittee, said the purpose of cle Ill, Section 4, "Although," he
the committee will be to "revise said, "we can't supercede the
the present constitution into a Judicial branch of the
more workable form, so it is government."
easier for the student government to work with."
One of the major problems of
the present constitution, Gavre
said, is that it is being changed
Evelyn Reed, Anthropologist
too often by amendments to its and Feminist, will be the
major body. "There are also con- featured speaker on May 19 at
flicts and misi_nterpretation of the one credit interdisciplinary
the constitution as it now workshop called .. Woman's
stands," Gavre said.
'Place' -A Critic;al Inquiry."
Basically, what the c.omThe one credit may be
mittee plans to do, Gavre said, applied to any of the sponsoring
is to go over the constitution departments: Economics,
section by section. "We 11,1i!! English, History, Political
probably have certain Science, Social Work or
suggestions and amendments Sociology.
to be brought forth to the AS.
Reed is the author of
Legislature," Gavrel said. "We "Woman's Evolution: From
may also institute by-laws con- Matriachal Clan to Patriarchal
cerning peripheral matters of Family," The book is a study of
the constitution."
the "changing position of
Gavre said !'The idea behind women through the ages, from
the by-laws is to help eliminate chief organizer of social life and
conflicting phrases within the innovator of technology to subconstitution by setting them into ordinate sex . " Students
by-laws which are much more registering for the workshop will

No sections or clauses of the
constitution have yet been
isolated for removal Gavre said.
"Many areas are so integrated
with other parts of the constitution I doubt if any of them could
be singled out," he said.
The committee will have the
. power to recommend to the AS.
Legislature certain sections of
the constitution be removed or
changed. Gavre said "It might

be possible we will have to submit new amendments because
the very act of making by-laws is
an amendment in itself."
The five-member committee
is open to all students and participation is invited. Meetings
are held at 2:00 on Thursdays in
the PUB and a copy of the
current constitution is available
at the reception desk in the AS
office.

Workshop Features Feainist Author
be required to read the book.
Evelyn Reed explained her
reason for writing the book:
"Women have made many advances in practical activities and
organization since the current
liberation movement started
about six years ago, and have
won concessions from a maledominated society that tries to
keep them downgraded.
"But women are not satisfied
with these gains; they want .
more. They want to know how
they became the oppressed sex
and what is the road to their full

liberation," she declared.
On May 15 Jere Donegan of
the history department will introduce the 11Controversy surrou n.d in g Matriarchy vs.

Patriachy." The workshop is
primarily based on Matriarchy
descent (through the female)
and Patriarchy descent (through
the male.)
May 19 will be made up of
Evelyn Reed's presentation and
a seminar Period.
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Fantastic
Appli nee Sale
featurin~ Whirlpool
•
•
•
•
•

Washers
:
Dryers
Freezers
Refrigerators
J·
Micro Wave Oven~
1

1

• Ranges
Trash Compactors
Automatic
Dishwashers
•

We have tre best prices!

TV & APPLIANC

REFRI GE RATOR RENT AL
ATIENTION SUMMER and
NEXT YEAR STUDENTS:
SIMPARK is looking for a
few level-headed and well
organized Good People to
help with the campus rental
program. It could mean as
much as V2 to full Tuition for
your eff orts . Writ e
now... about yourself and your
plans... to
,
SIMPARK
P. 0. Box 871
Omak, Wash. 98841

•

Drastica{IY Reduced

TOWN & COUNTRY

SIMPARK

317 1st Street

235-6122

Also, SIMPARK is looking for
refrigerators that have been
lost or stolen from her. Financial rewards will be given for
in formation (kept in confidence) lea din g to th e
r-e t r i e vi n g o f
su c h
refrigera tors. Writ e Box
1200 PUB.

JUST LANDED .AT AERO'S
•Lightweight 22.7 poun~s
• Shimano crane derailleur
~

Chrome moly frame

• Double butted spokes
• Sealed bea'r ings throughout
• All alloy

3 Models Prices $214 - $260
Distributed :by Yamaha.
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What todo
ii you sight a Mountain Fresh Rainier
If you see something that you cannot explain. what should you do'!

is no grocery buse in your near vicinity. you can give your report to any bartender
or to a state law enforcement officer.

Well. the Rainier Brewing Company's advice is first to use common sense. Think
about it for awhile. Quite often you will shortly realize that what you saw has
a rational explanation.

The best thing to do is to report your sighting to the Rainier Brewery. Below is
a reproduction of the official Questionnaire that is given to persons who report
a sighting. If yc,u see an MFR. fill ou t the form carefully. and send it to The President; Rainier Brewing Company; 3100 Airport Way South. Seallle. Washington
98134. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated. and for each completed questionnaire. we will send you an official MFR-spotter sticker by return mail.

If you are convinced that you have seen a Mountain Fresh Rainier. you can report
it to the manager of any local supermarket or grocery store. Each store should
have at least one employee who is assigned to carbonated phenomena. If there

please print
This questionnaire has been prepared 10 that you can give the
Rainier Brewing Company as much information a, possible concerning the phenomenon you have observed. Please try to
answer as many question, as you po11ibly can. The information
that you give will be uNd for research purposes. Your name
will not be used In connection with any statements. conclusion,.
or publication, without your perml11ion .

5 . If you saw the object during DAYLIGHT, where was the SUN
located as you looked at .the object 7 (Circle one) :
a. in front of you

d . to your left

b . in back of you

e . overhead

c . to your right

f. don't remember

8 . We wish to know the angular size. Hold a match stick at
arm' s length in line with a known object and note how much
of the object is covered by the head of the match . If you
had performed this experiment at the time of the sighting.
how much of the object would have been covered by the
match head?

9 . Did the object :
1. Here are three artist's drawing• of authenticated MFR
shapes. Did the object you observed most ·resemble
(Circle one):

a. none

a. bright moonlight

b . a few

b . dull moonlight

c . many

c . no moonlight . pitch dark

d . don't remember

d . don't remember

6 .3 Draw the hand of the compass to represent the direction

2 . When did you
Day

no don't know

b . Suddenly speed up and rush away?

yes

no don't know

c . Break up into par ts or explode 7

yes

no

d . Gi ve off smoke 7

yes

no don't know

e . D isengage its top 7

yes

no don't know

f . Display a foamy white contrail?

yes

no don't know

don't know

10 . In the following sketch. imagine that you ar e at the point
shown . Place an "A" on the curved line to show how h igh
the object was above the horizon (skyline ) when you fi r st
saw it. Place a "B" on the same curved line to show how
high the object was above the horizon (skyline) whe n you
last saw it. Place an " A " on the compass when you first saw
it . Place a "B" on the compass when you !ast saw the object .

toward which you saw the object :

188 the object 7

Year

Month

3 . Time of day (indicate by drawing hand, on clock);
(Circle one) :

yes

MOON (Circle one) :

6 .2 If the MOON was visible. circle the quadrant that most
clear:y represents the phase of the moon when you saw
the object :

f

a . Appear to. stand still at any time 7

sidering the STARS and MOON?

6.1 STARS (Circle one) :

B.

A.

6. If you saw the object at NIGHT. what did you notice con-

A.M.

-~ ·

~

P.M .

'

7 . These are objects found in the vicinity of recent MFR
sightings. Circle any similar objects you migtit
have observed at the time of the sighting :

11 . To r eceive your free MFR-spotter sticker by return mail.
comp lete this form and send it to the Rain ier B rewing
Company, whose address appears at the top of this page.
What is your name? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
address-----------------~

4. Where were you when you saw the object?
citY- - -- - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- state. z i p - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Offic i al MFR Fo r m
FDS Ap r 75 867 /

nearest postal address

city or town

He believes Raini c r s art: "modern superstiti,ins"
- Stanley M .L. Kloeppel. of the Tacoma Astrophysica l
Lahoratory.

He is conyincccl Rainic rs arc intelliRCntly co ntro lled
from Outer Space - Karl Rodney Morc k . direc to r o f
the National Investigations Commillce on Carbonah:d
Phenomena.

state or county

Snlid ci ti z...: n Arn,ild M11rl11 was th ..: fir~I mndc·rn
Northcrn Californian 1,, r...:pu rl myste rious ,,hjL'l'ls.
T1 1d ay he ol!lic vcs Rainic rs an: "alivc" ra th er th an
" m ach inc!-:·

She is convinced tha t MFR's arc sma ll. k esh hei ngs.
no m o r e than se ven inches high . numb..:rinu in the
millions in their native hahi tut - Wilma N. Er erercr .
professor o f spec troci ty at Mulford Uni versit y.

This fo r m supersedes
FDS F o r m Sep 74
MFR . which is ob solete .

llc wil l i n ' " fi nd nu t l'n ,t c~~"r Pcd r" C h u. f,1rn1cr
hL·ad ,,f thl' Sl' q uim 1Washing 11111 1 U11 rl'a 11 11 f S1 a11dard ~.
and rccc ntlv namcd hcad 11( l hl' ci \'ili a11 in i: ~1 't: all\'C
fore..: uf I J°:R·~. wi th hl'udq uartl'rs al lhl' Univcr, ity
u f Pu ya llup.

Shc L'lai ms t hat MFR', h,l\ l' li , ..:d in pcacc an d
har11111 n v with th ..: ci1 i1l' n~ c, f th c Paci fic 11,rt hwc ~I
~inn· IX.7X Harri,1 R. M ultruckcr. 11f t h, 13c nsalu n
l n~l it ulc i n S\'cnson . O rcg"n.

Mnunliti necr and li fe lo ng wil<krncss expe rt 8 .L. T .
Str.ingcrman says h...: would havt: hc..:n "disloyal to my
co unt ry" i f he had no t reported his ohser vu1 ions o f
M FR's.

He has sough I the answer for .14 years - Willard L.
Mooney. he ad of the Departmen t of Pulquology at
An aconda (M on t ana) Technical l ns1i t ute. and chief
scie ntific consultant on M FR's.

Rainier Brewing Company. Seattle, Washington
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Eagles End Dismal Season
Pettoello Stops Viks, 7-1
By Jim Waaoner

Shockers Snap Streak

II

f

I

The Easterner

I

By Dave Stocker
Sports Writer
Trying to tune up for conference play, .the Eagles ended
up battling some nasty weather
and tough competition to end
their home season last
weekend.
Playing in the best weather
of the week, Eastern defeated
North Idaho College 7-0 on April
29. Bernie Loeffers claimed a
quick win as Doug Nelson forfeited. Don Johnston shutout
Eugene Hirata 6-0 and 6-0.
Dave Leath romped on Brad
Brandenburg 6-1, 6-3, and Fred
Whitfield showed extreme
power as he blanked Greg
Graves. Ted Horobiowski made
things academic as he put aw~v
Mike Deschamps 6-0, 6-1 for a
5-0 Eagle lead.
Loeffers and Leath escaped a
tiebreaker to down Nelson and
Hi rat a 7-6, 6-1. Whitfield and
Horobiowski extended their win
streak to four with a 6-0, 6-1
win over Brandenburg and
Deschamps.
Pirates Plundered, 8-1
Wally Heidenson began the
Eagle's pilferage as he defeated
Argus Farrell in the three sets,
6-1, 6-7, and 6-4. Loeffers ran
his winning streak to seven as
he squeaked past Carl Cutter 64 and 7-5. Johnston upped his
consecutive win string to eight
in a row as he dqwned Jeff Foss
6-2 and 6-1.
Leath continued the Eagle
domination with a 7-6, 6-1 victory over Brian Moore, and Whitfield sealed the Pirates doom
with a 7-5, 6-2 win over Doug
Cooley. Horobiowski ended the

singles play by defeating Keith
Haemmelman 6-2 and 6-4.
Heidenson and Johnston con. tinued to shine in doubles play
as thev defeated Farrell and
Dave Kelly 6-2, 6-1 to up their
season mark to 12-10. Whitfield
and Horobiowski ran their
doubles mark to 5-0 with a 3-6,
7-5, 6-1 win over Moore and
Cooley, and the Pirates got their
only success of the d~y as Foss
and Cutter swept past Loeffers
and Leath 6-3, 2-6, 6-3.
Whitman Ends Streak, 5-0
Playing in gusting winds and
driving rain, Whitman scored a
decisive but abbreviated 5-0 win
over the Eagles last Friday.
Halting the Eagles' winning
streak at seven, Whitman's
Mark Sconyers started a bad
day for the Eagles as he stopped
Heidenson 6-2, 4-6, 6-4. Tom
Weuzel defeated Loeffers 6-2,
6-3, and Dutron Miller powered
past Johnston 6-2 and 6-4. Kurt
Casad beat Leath 6-2, 6-3 and
Ed Clendaniel conquered Whitfield 6-2, . 6-1 before the rain
halted the match with Whitman
ahead.
This year's conference tournament will be held in Monmouth, Oregon at .Oregon
College of Education. Eastern
enters the tournament with one
of their better season records of
10-4. Loeffers leads the team
with a 12-2 singles mark.
Horobiowski at 9-3, Heidenson
at 9-4, and Leath at 9-5 follow
Loeffers in the team standings.
Heidenson and Johnston enter
with a 12-0 doubles record, one
of the best in the conference.

THE SCOREBOARD TELLS THE STORY of Eastern's sweetest victory in a
dismal 8-16 season. The Eagles upset nationally ranked Gonzaga University
3-2 in Spokane on senior Tim Speer's towering home run. (Photo: Jim

. Waagpner)
b

Sports Editor
BELLINGHAM- Sophomore
hurlers John Pettoello and Miles
Marquez registered seasonending victories here last Saturday as the Screamin' Eagles
closed out their 1975 Evergreen
Conference slate by taking two
of three games from Western
Washington.
Central Washington wrapped
up the EvCo crown two weeks
ago and finished with a 10·2
record while Eastern and
Western wound up knotted with
4-8 marks.
Saturday's
unusual
tripleheader came about
because of heavy rainfall Friday
which forced the action to be
halted after two innings of play.
The two clubs squared off at
Civic Field Saturday for the completion of the postponed nineinning affair and the regularly
scheduled twinbill.
Pettoello hurled his second
masterpiece in as many weeks
in the initial contest by
scattering just three hits while
striking out eight in Eastern's 71 rout.
Ford Yonago, who began the
season on the bench, continued
to take advantage of his un·
expected opportunities to play
regularly when he drilled a tworun double off the "rightcenterfield fence, powering the
Eagles out to a quick 2-0 lead.
They opened briskly in that
thi rd inning when slugger Jan
Sneva lined a single to center
and John O'Connor lashed a
first pitch up the middle. Yonago
then lifted Viking Art Busha's
first delivery up the power alley,
scoring Sneva and O'Connor.
Western reduced the margin
to 2-1 in a hurry in their half of
the third as Rich McCallum
broke through Pettoello with a
blooper to left. Jeff Bodner
moved him over with a sacrifice
bunt and speedster Gary Martin
laid down another bunt to the
mound which Pettoello fielded,
bobbled and threw into
Eastern's bullpen down the right
·field line.
The Eagles cranked up a
three-run rally in the fifth as
Yonago started things with an
infield single behind second and
veteran shortstop Tim Speer
lashed a single to right. Tom
· Magers then pounced on a 1and-2 pitch and ripped it right at
third baseman Henry Somers
who was handcuffed by the shot
and let the ball dribble off his
glove, allowing Yonago to
scramble home.
Catcher Jerry Thew, the
team's premier hitter, laid down
a sacrifice bunt which Busha
juggled a bit and threw to first
late to load the bases. Steve
Meyers, one of Eastern's most
menacing batsmen, smartly
poked an outside curve into
right for two more __
Eagle runs
and the ballgame. ·· ·
Eastern added an insurance
tally in the sixth when Sneva
legged out an infield grounder
and advanced on O'Connor's
Texas Leaguer to left. Sneva,
team captain, scored on yet

__ . . ... . ... . . ,*""'.• -: .. .. .. .. . . .

. ..... _. _. . . . . .

SOPHOMORE PITCHER DAVE HEDT goes into his delivery at an Evergreen

Conference battle with Central. Hedt was a pleasant surprise for the Eagles
this spring and will return next season to bolster the pitching staff. (Photo:
Jim Waggoner)
another Viking infield error for to third, terminating the rally.
Marquez worked out of a
the final 7-1 margin.
Woodard Tosses Three-Hitter, ninth-inning jam to preserve his
third win of the year. The
Loses
sophomore chucker retired the
Martin raced across the plate first Viking on a groundout but
with the game's only r.un in the lost Somers on four consecutive
sixth inning of the twinbill pitches and ·after a towering fly
opener to eliminate a classy per- to center for the second out,
formance by Eastern's Tom Marquez gave Eastern a scare.
Woodard. Woodard, who lost
Eskaback drilled a single
this one 1-0, tamed the Vikings down the third base line for the
on three hits and struck out potential go-ahead run.
seven in a losing effort.
· However, Marquez reached
Martin singled to open the back and whiffed slugger Les
sixth, was moved to second on a Hall to survive the hair-raising
well-placed sacrifice bunt and seventh inning.
scooted home on Denny Und's
picture-·perfect hit-and-run
single to right.
Eastern outhit the Vikings 6-3
but were unable to deliver the EWSC .............. 002 13·1 000-7 12 1 •
.............. 001 000 000-1 4 5
timely hits with men on base. wwsc
John Pettoello and Jerry Thew. Art Busha,
The most profilic case occurred Cox (5) and Hall.
Hits: EWSC-Yonago 3, Thew 2, Meyers 2,
in the fifth when the Eagles left
Sneva 2, O'Connor 2, Speer. WWSC-Somers,
three baserunners stranded Eskeback, McCallum, 2. ·
after they had filled . the
Winning Pitcher-John P.ettoello.
Losing Pitcher-Art Busha.
basepaths with only one out.
EWSC .... .. . ..... . .... 000 000 0-0 5 0
Sneva Collects Winner
wwsc .................000 001 11-l 3 2
Tom Woodard and Jerry Thew. Heutink and
Marquez was toJgh in the
Hall.
regular season finale as the
Hits: EWSC-Plucker 2, Wallace, Sneva,
Eagles won it 3-2 behind a O'Connor.WWSC-Lind, Martin, Mendikoff.
Winning Pitcher-Heutink
three-run explosion in the fourth
Losing Pitcher-Woodard
inning. Greg Wallace, a poised EWSC
••••••••••.•••••• 000 300 0-3 5 0
veteran outfielder, opened the wwsc ................ 010 010 0-2 9 2
MHel Marquez and Jerry Thew. Hurlbert
frame with a base on balls and
and Mendikoff.
power-hitting Thew lashed a 0Hits: EWSC-Plucker 2, Thew, Wallace,
and-1 delivery into the right field •sneva. WWSC-Martin 3, Eskebach 2,
Mccallum 2, Und, Somers.
corner, evening things at 1-1.
Winnina Pitcher-Miles Marquti
After an infield pop fly for the
Losin1 Pitcher-Hurlbert
second out, Scott Plucker
collected a run batted in with a
single to center and Sneva
produced the game~winning run
with a single . to .left,. scoring
An <:>rganizational meeting for
Steve Meyers.
all ·prospective football players
Marquez yielded nine hits and will be held next Tuesday at
four walks but every time he 3:30 in room 103 of the Phase I
pitched himself into trouble, he building, according to Eastern's ..
managed to pitch himself out.
head football mentor, Dr. John
In the first he gave up two Massengale.
singles but escaped when Thew
The meeting is for all
mowed down a runner attemp- students who plan to play footting to swipe second. Three hits ball next fall and if anyone is inin the fifth produced Western's terested and cannot attend they
second run but Marquez buckled should contact Massengale at
down and forced Lind to ground his office in Phase I.
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Special Olympics-Nearing
By Jim Wagoner

petition this summer at Central
Sports Editor
Michi2an Universitv.
While most of the volunteers
Several more Eastern
have
been from the Athletic
students have volunteered to
lend a hand in the regional Department, Andres is attempSpecial Olympics which will be ting to encourage an interheld on campus May 16 and 17. departmental approach to the
Director Terry Andres has games. "The faculty, staff and
stressed that campus and com students sharing ideas and planmunity awareness will add a ning is what we're striving for,"
much needed dimension to the Andres said.
Numerous benefits for all
two-day long event conducted
for the mentally retarded those participating are incitizens of the Spokane reeion. evitable because of the high
"The Special Olympics fur- degree of "interpersonal comnishes an opport,4~;ty f·or munications,'' Andres pointed
. campus-wide involvemz·nt and it out. "The children receive
needs community participation benefits as well as the adults.
also," Andres said tMs week in And the vigorous muscular activity promotes fitness, which is
his Phase I office.
"We hope to wa ;:1~ up the one of our priorities in Special
community on-campus and off. Olympics," Andres said.
"Everyone's goal is to obtain
campus to the needs of the
mentally retarded and student a productive, satisfying life·
in-put and involvement is style. Our children require a
necessary for success," Andres broad range of quality
pointed out. "This community experiences if they are to
awareness is essential if develop normally, and reach this
programs for t he mentall,Y goal. The school syste~:: and
other social institutions often
retarded are tu oe expanded.'
supply the typical child with
Involvement Emphasized
these opportunities, while the
While preparing for the atypical child is often
special event, Andres and his overlooked. Meeting the il'I·
assi~tants have emphasized mediate and. long-term needs of.
participation and involvement- all children is very difficult, but
phys ica II y, socially and there is no excuse for neglecting
emotionally-as required in- any group least of all the hangredients for the expected 200- dicapped,'1 Andres explained.
participants.
Directors Named
'This broad spectrum involveDirector of track events for
ment may have pronounced
Eastern's
Special J Olympics is
direct and indirect influences on
the participants' learning Pat Laffey, graduate student.
processes. If this participation. Swim meet director is Beth
in any way, helps the retarded Banger, student, and bowling
citizen reach his potential, then meet director is student Larry
our time and effort is well worth Zaborac. Heading the Instructional Clirric is Steve MarKowski,
it," Andres explained.
From its humble beginnings a graduate student
Chairwoman ·for the Foods
in 1968, the Special Olympics
have grown nationwide and will Committee is Terese Allen;
branch out to international com- chairwoman of the Housing

II
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See the All-New

MONZA
TOWNE COUPE_'
Chevrolet's Dressy New
I

I
I

Fun-tc.,drive small car is in our
showroom now.

11
11

s3579

11

I
I

Including dealer new vehicle preparation charge, plus destination
charges.

Formal vinyl roof, large opera windows, custom
trim, bucket seats, deep cup-pile carpeting,
deluxe wheel covers, all standard. Come in and
I see this elegant new way -to go places today.

Committee is Elltn Hansen and
chairwoman of facilities is John·
na Henderson.
Tim lcely is chairman of Information and Carolyn Carney is
heading the Special Events
Committee. Sharon Derminer is
directing the secretarial staff.
Anyone interested in getting
involved with the Special Olympics should contact Andres in
room 233 at Phase 1. His hours
are 11·12 and 3·4:30 on Mon·
day, Wednesday and Friday.

Wooten Returns

Brent Wooten, ex-Eastern
head football mentor, will return
to the gridiron this fall as an
assistant under head coach
John Massengale.
Wooten
will
Jo i n
Massengale's staff and will
coach offensive backs, as did
Jerry Martin, whom Wooten will
succeed. Martin was relieved of
his football coaching duties
when he was selected Eastern's
new athletic director, effective
September 1.
A former University of
Washington defensive back who.
twice competed. i n the
prestigious Rose Bowl, Wooten
joined the Eastern coaching
staff as an assistant under Dave
Holmes in 1953. He took over
the head coaching duties in
1968 when Holmes departed
for a similar position at the
University of Hawaii.
Wooten was head coach
through 1970 when he went on
a one-year leave to work on a
doctorate at the University of
Montana. Since his return, he
has taught in the · Eastern
recreation and parks administration pro ram.

••
SHOT PUTTER CHRIS KNIGHT follows through after releasing the shot in a
meet at Woodward Stadium. Knight will be competing in the Evergreen
Conference Track Meet tomorrow and Saturday in Monmouth, Oregon.
(Photo: Kevin Taylor)

Spikers Brace For Finals
Central Washington should they were last year and they
provide Eastern its stiffest com- have the type of team that will
petition when the Screamin' score in every event in a conEagle tracksters open defense ference meet," he added.
of the Evergreen Conference
crown this weekend at Monmouth, Oregon.
Coach Jerry Martin, who
directed Eastern to the EvCo
championship and a tenth place
MENS SOFTBALL
finish in the NAIA last spring,
AMERICAN "A" LEAGUE
Pen . .. . . . .. . .. . . . ........ . . 8-0
expects a "real close meet" and Beaver
Franco's Army ..... . ........ . ....... 7-1
said the eventual winner may be Chosen Few ....... . .. . .. .. ... .. ... 6-2
determined in the last event Hawaii 5·0 . . .. . ...... ..... : . . . . . . . 4-4
Boomers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-4
Saturday.
69'ers. .. . ..... . ................... 3-5
"We figure we've got to win Woof Pussy . ... . ........... . .. . .. .. 3-5
the relays to take the cham- Rusty Finger . . .... . .. . .... . ...... .. 3-5
Middle Digits ....................... 2-6
pionship," Martin explained. Smackers . . ... ..... . ... . .. .. ..... .. 1-7
"Central is mueh better than

lntramurals

AMERICAN 8" LEAGUE
11

tltr~-,
LADIES SLEEPWEAR 20% less
MOSMAN'$
lri Beautiful Downtown Cheney

• All Albums •6. 981up ~
Discounted •2.00
• All Other AlbumsDiscounted s1 .50
• Best Prices in Town for Television &
Stereos, Cam.eras & Accessories
r.alculators & CB Equipment

TOWN & COUNTRY .
TV & APPllANCE

Authorized Radio Shack Franchiser
31·7 1st St~ 9:30-6:00 P.M. 235-6122

Pilots .. . .. . ... ... .. . .... .. . . . . .. . . 8-0
Kriple Kreek ................. . . . .. . 7-1
F Troop .... . .... . ... . . . ........ . . . 6-2
Frog Hollow . .... . .. . ........ . . .. .. . 4-4
Pikes .. .... . . . .. . .. . .. . .... .. ..... 4-4
Over the Hill Gang .. . ..... . ......... 4-4
Crazy S's .............. . ....... . .. . 4-4
Masterbatters . . . ....... ... . ...... . . 2·6
Olfs . .. ..... . . .......... . .... .. . .. 1-7
Shavetails ... ... .. . . . . .. . . ......... 0-8

Pikes-Jim Jories had a 6 for 7 day
with 3 homers, Boomers-Gary
· Stidman had a 6 for 7 day, Jim Clift
has 5 homers for year, Franco's Army-Pat Booth hit for the cycle
( lb, 2b, 3b hr) aga inst Rusty
Finger, F Troop-Don Rails back
had a 7 to r 8 day , Chosen
Few-Rich Score had 5 for 7 and 3
for 4 days, Beaver Pen - Steve
Farrington had 5 for 5 and 4 for 5
days and Mark Seil had two 4 for 5
days. Pilots-Tim Wilde had a 6 for
6 day and Barry Bennison had a 6
for 8 day and teams defense held
Over the Hill to just 5 hits in a double dip, pitching stars seem to be
Rod Riffel, Chuck Parker, Doug Orcutt, and Bill Waetje all who have
pitched two hi t games. The Beaver
Pen's defense seems to be the
:lass of the league, while Franco's
Army is close behind. On the
offense, F Troop, Pilots and Kripple
Kreek seem to have the best
offenses. Look for the Smacks to
make a run for the top, now that
they seem to have it all together.
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See ·and Test .Driive at. ..

,(

8th ofi May Celebrat ion

!

Pajama Party

I

11

I
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[ ElAIND-BEATY CtiiEVROLET

II

507 First

·t·

·cheney

SMOWAE.IER HALL TAVERN

:I

•1.00 Pitchers for all attending
I~ Pala~a's
.
9 pm- l . ain
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She.w ing & De·m onstrating

VICTOR
CALCULATORS
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MOD·EL 4800
SCIENTIFIC/ ENGINEERING
Display Electronic Calculator

• MAGNETIC CARD READER/RECORDER
• 1000 PROGRAMING STEPS
• 100 DATA STOR AG E REGISTERS

ALSO: 3600 SER-IES
Preprogramed Printing Calculators
for Invoicing, Budget and Fiscal Problems

See-in· the Pub-3B

• Trig, Log and Special Math Functions
Are Displayed Accurately to 14
Decimal Places.

Tuesday, May 13,14 9am-4pm

Enjoy a Free· Cup of Coffee and Inquire About These Calculators

